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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to use unsupervised classiﬁcation
techniques in order to group the documents of a given huge collection
into clusters. We approached this challenge by using a simple clustering
algorithm (K-Star) in a recursive clustering process over subsets of the
complete collection.
The presented approach is a scalable algorithm which may automatically discover the number of clusters. The obtained results outperformed
diﬀerent baselines presented in the INEX 2009 clustering task.

1

Introduction

The INEX 2009 clustering task was presented with the purpose of being an evaluation forum for providing a platform to measure the performance of clustering
methods over a real-world and high-volume Wikipedia collection.
Clustering analysis refers to the partitioning of a data set into subsets (clusters), so that the data in each subset (ideally) share some common trait, often
proximity, according to some deﬁned distance measure [1,2,3].
Clustering methods are usually classiﬁed with respect to their underlying
algorithmic approaches. Hierarchical, iterative (or partitional) and density-based
are some possible categories belonging to this taxonomy. In Figure 1 we can see
the taxonomy presented in [4].
Hierarchical algorithms ﬁnd successive clusters using previously established
ones, whereas partitional algorithms determine all clusters at once. Hierarchical
algorithms can be agglomerative (“bottom-up”) or divisive (“top-down”); agglomerative algorithms begin with each element as a separate cluster and merge
the obtained clusters into successively larger clusters. Divisive algorithms begin
with the whole set and proceed to divide it into successively smaller clusters.
Iterative algorithms start with some initial clusters (their number either being
unknown in advance or given a priori) and intend to successively improve the
existing cluster set by changing their “representatives” (“centers of gravity” or
“centroids”), like in K-Means [3] or by iterative node-exchanging (like in [5]).
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Fig. 1. A taxonomy of clustering methods as presented in [4] (Reproduced with permission of the author)

In this paper we report the obtained results when the K-Star clustering
method was applied to the INEX2009 SUBSET collection. Therefore, the complete description of this clustering method is given in the following section.

2

The K-Star Clustering Method

K-Star [6] is a hierarchical agglomerative clustering method which automatically
reveals the number of clusters, unknown in advance. As the most of the clustering methods, it requires a similarity matrix of the documents to be clustered
(corpus). The K-Star clustering method follows as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Algorithm of the K-Star clustering method
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Input: A n × n similarity matrix ϕ(di , dj )
Output: A set of clusters {C1 , C2 , · · · }
Cluster=1;
ClusteredSet = ∅;
while |ClusteredSet| <n do
CCluster = CCluster arg max{di ,dj } ϕ(di , dj );

ClusteredSet = ClusteredSet
{di , dj };
foreach dk ∈
/ ClusteredSet do
if ϕ(dk , di ) > τ then 
CCluster = CCluster {dk }; 
ClusteredSet = ClusteredSet
{dk };
end
end
Cluster = Cluster + 1;
end
return C1 , C2 , · · ·
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In this work, we have used a canonic threshold τ deﬁned as the average of the
values in the similarity matrix. The rationale of the similarity matrix construction is described in the following section.

3

Construction of the Similarity Matrix

We assume that the complete document clustering task may be carried out by
executing at least the following three steps: (1) document representation; (2)
calculus of a similarity matrix which represents the similarity degree among
all the documents of the collection; and (3) clustering of the documents. In
particular, the construction of the similarity matrix was carried out by means
of the TF-IDF measure which is described into detail as follows.
The Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (tf -idf ) is a statistical
measure of weight often used in natural language processing to determine how
important a term is in a given corpus, by using a vectorial representation. The
importance of each term increases proportionally to the number of times this
term appears in the document (frequency), but is oﬀset by the frequency of the
term in the corpus. In this document, we will refer to the tf -idf as the complete
similarity process of using the tf -idf weight and a special similarity measure
proposed by Salton [7] for the Vector Space Model, which is based on the use of
the cosine among vectors representing the documents.
The tf component of the formula is calculated by the normalized frequency
of the term, whereas the idf is obtained by dividing the number of documents
in the corpus by the number of documents which contain the term, and then
taking the logarithm of that quotient. Given a corpus D and a document dj
(dj ∈ D), the tf -idf value for a term ti in dj is obtained by the product between
the normalized frequency of the term ti in the document dj (tfij ) and the inverse
document frequency of the term in the corpus (idf (ti )) as follows:
tf (ti , dj )
tfij = |d |
j
k=1 tf (tk , dj )


|D|
idf (ti ) = log
|d : ti ∈ d, d ∈ D|
tf -idf = tfij ∗ idf (ti )

(1)

(2)
(3)

Each document can be represented by a vector where each entry corresponds
to the tf -idf value obtained by each vocabulary term of the given document.
Thus, given two documents in vectorial representation, di and dj , it is possible
to calculate the cosine of the angle between these two vectors as follows:
→
→ −
−
→ −
−
→
di · dj


Cosθ ( di , dj ) = 
→
→ −
−

 di  dj 
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The similarity matrix is then constructed on the basis of the above formulae,
i.e., for each possible pair of documents, we need to calculate how similar they
are by using the cosine measure. Once the similarity matrix is calculated, we may
proceed with the clustering step. The complete description of the implemented
clustering approach is given in the following section.

4

Description of the Approach

We have approached a clustering technique by partitioning the complete document collection. The divide-and-conquer approach described here was motivated
by the time and space complexity needed in order to cluster huge volumenes of
data. Instead of constructing one similarity matriz of high dimensionality for a
document collection D (54,575 × 54,575), we constructed m similarity matri|D|
ces of low dimensionality ( |D|
m × m ). The proposed method actually allow the
clustering process to be performed in a considerable lower amount of time in
comparison with the traditional approach. The process followed is presented in
Algorithm 2, whereas a scheme of the same process is given in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Two step approach of BUAP Team at the INEX 2009 clustering task
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Algorithm 2. Algorithm used for clustering the INEX2009 SUBSET with
K-Star
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Input: A document collection D
Output: A set of clusters Ci,j
Compute a global dictionary which contains all unique terms found in a
collection of documents and their respective frequency of occurrence;
Eliminate all those terms whose frequency is lower than β;
Represent each document according to TF-IDF;
Split D into m subsets Di made of |D|
documents;
m
foreach Di ∈ D such as Di = {di,1 , di,2 , di,3 , · · · di, |D| } do
m

Calculate the similarity matrix Mi of Di using the cosine measure;
Apply the K-Star clustering method to Mi in order to discover k clusters
({Ci,1 , Ci,2 , · · · , Ci,k });
end
Loop = 1;
while Loop ≤ M AX IT ERAT ION S do
Select a random representative document di,j for each cluster Ci,j obtained;
Let D be the set of documents di,j , i.e., only those that represent each
cluster obtained;
Calculate the similarity matrix Mi of Di using the cosine measure;
Apply the K-Star clustering method to Mi in order to discover k clusters



({Ci,1
, Ci,2
,··· 
, Ci,k
});


and di,j  ∈ Ci,r
with 1 ≤ r ≤ k and
Let Ci,j = Ci,j Ci,j  , where di,j ∈ Ci,r

j <> j ;
Loop = Loop + 1;
end
return (The set of clusters discovered)Ci,j

The obtained results are presented and discussed in the following section.

5

Experimental Results

The clustering task of INEX 2009 evaluated unsupervised machine learning solutions against the ground truth categories by using standard evaluation criteria
such as Purity, Entropy and F-score.
Even if the complete description of the dataset used in the clustering task
of INEX 2009 is given in the track overview paper, we may describe general
features of this corpus.
The INEX XML Wikipedia collection used in the experiments is a subset
of the complet corpus. This subset contains 54,575 documents pre-processed
in order to provide various representations of the documents. The aim of this
pre-processing was to enable the participation of diﬀerent teams with minimal
overheads in data-preparation the collection. It was provided, for instance, a bagof-words representation of terms and frequent phrases in a document, frequencies
of various XML structures in the form of tags, trees, links, named entities, etc.
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Table 1. Purity of the INEX09 SUBSET clustering evaluation using 73,944 YAGO
categories (all YAGO categories)
Run ID Description
Clusters Micro Purity Macro Purity
24
random-54575
54575
1.0
1.0
0.9999
1.0
11
ground truth for 73,944 YAGO categories 73944
35569
0.6812
0.8968
67
KStar method Bigrams
7019
0.1894
0.6399
65
KStar method Unigram Stems
6961
0.1883
0.6350
66
KStar method Stems Bigrams

Table 2. Purity of the INEX09 SUBSET clustering evaluation using 12,803 YAGO
categories (containing ≥ 5 documents)
Run ID Description
Clusters Micro Purity Macro Purity
12
ground truth for 12,804 YAGO categories 12804
1.0
1.0
54575
1.0
1.0
24
random-54575
35569
0.6964
0.9006
67
KStar method Bigrams
7019
0.2076
0.6410
65
KStar method Unigram Stems
6961
0.2074
0.6407
66
KStar method Stems Bigrams

Table 3. Entropy of the INEX09 SUBSET clustering evaluation using 73,944 YAGO
categories (all YAGO categories)
Run ID Description
Clusters Micro Entropy Macro Entropy
66
KStar method Stems Bigrams
6961
0.1883
0.6350
7019
0.1894
0.6399
65
KStar method Unigram Stems
0.9999
1.0
11
ground truth for 73,944 YAGO categories 73944
35569
0.6812
0.8968
67
KStar method Bigrams
54575
1.0
1.0
24
random-54575

Table 4. Entropy of the INEX09 SUBSET clustering evaluation using 12,803 YAGO
categories (containing ≥ 5 documents)
Run ID Description
Clusters Micro Entropy Macro Entropy
66
KStar method Stems Bigrams
6961
0.2074
0.6407
7019
0.2076
0.6410
65
KStar method Unigram Stems
1.0
1.0
12
ground truth for 12,804 YAGO categories 12804
35569
0.6964
0.9006
67
KStar method Bigrams
54575
1.0
1.0
24
random-54575

In the experiments carried out, we approached three diﬀerent representations
of data: unigram stems, bigrams and bigram stems which were executed in order
to observe the K-Star clustering method performance.
In Tables 1 and 2 we may see the obtained results of the three approaches
with respect to two baselines, one random assignment (random-54575) and one
ground truth over 73,944 and 12,803 YAGO categories, respectively. It may be
observed that the bigram representation shows a high Micro and Macro Purity.
Tables 3 and 4 present the K-Star performance in terms of entropy. In general
the three aproaches show a low entropy value.
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In general, it can be noticed that the two-step approach presented in this
paper performs well, given the above mentioned evaluation measures. However,
we consider that the performance may be improved by considering a better way
of selecting the cluster representative documents that are used in the second step
of the algorithm, for instance, the use of cluster centroids.

6

Conclusions

A recursive method based on the K-Star clustering method has been proposed
in this paper. The aim of the presented approach was to allow high scalability
of the clustering algorithm. Traditional clustering of huge volumes of data requires to calculate a two dimensional similarity matrix. A process which needs
quadratic time complexity with respect to the number of documents. The lower
the dimensionality of the similarity matrix, the faster the clustering algorithm
will be executed. The high scalability is then the contribution of the clustering
method presented in this paper. There still however the fact that we are not
taking into account the complete information, since we only considered subsets
of the complete dataset. However, we observed that the proposed approach is
easy of being implemented and obtained good Purity and Entropy results in the
INEX 2009 clustering task.
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